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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

For decades the improvement of energy efficiency in mobile hydraulics has forced the research world to develop energy saving 
solutions and to redesign existing hydraulic circuits. This paper presents an overview about the state of the art of excavator valve 
systems based on open centre flow control (OFC) and a load sensing principle (LS). The purpose of this study is to compare 
different hydraulic systems on a middle size (9ton) excavator and to analyse the differences in term of energy saving and fuel 
consumption. Starting from a validate mathematical model of the considered hydraulic excavator whose functioning is in LS logic, 
many alternatives are proposed as flow on demand system, positive and negative flow control. Systems comparison has been done 
on typical excavator working cycles as trench digging and levelling referring to the JCMAS standard. An optimization tool, based 
on genetic algorithm, has been exploited for the definition of the optimal spool areas to reduce the pressure losses and by-pass flow 
rate maintaining identical controllability and performance. 
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pollution have forced researchers and manufacturers of earth-moving machinery to develop and propose energy saving  
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solutions aimed at improving the efficiency of the hydraulic system without penalizing performance and without 
increasing costs.  

There are different approaches that can be followed to reach these goals. The most common one is the system 
hybridization; nowadays, the hybrid technology has highlighted advantages on fuel economy through the recovery of 
the potential energy from the boom actuator or of the kinetic energy from the swing drive [1,2] permitting to optimize 
the working points of the internal combustion engine. Casoli et al. [3,4] compared different hybrid layouts for a 
hydraulic excavator through a methodology based on DP algorithm and developed an energy recovery system which 
recovers through a hydraulic accumulator the boom potential energy during the lowering phase. Sahlman et al. [5] 
designed and tested a new hybrid system which exploits variable displacement linear actuators, secondary controlled 
pumps/motors and hydraulic accumulators for energy recuperation from overrunning loads. Li et al. [6] presented a 
21t hydraulic hybrid excavator which uses hydraulic accumulators to recover the potential energy of the boom, the 
kinetic energy of the swing motor and the overflow hydraulic energy of the main relief valves. The comparison with 
the conventional system highlighted a 16% fuel saving with similar sensing of the driver. Furthermore, other concepts 
for efficiency improvements concern the optimization of the power transmission and the definition of an optimal 
coupling between hydraulic system and the engine supported by the development of numerical models able to predict 
the real system behavior [7-11]. Another option is the design of new valve-controlled system; digital hydraulics 
technology exploits more robust on-off valves with improved reliability as well as the uncoupling of the metering 
edges which ensures good dynamic performance and potential of energy-efficient control [12-15]. Displacement 
control actuation represents a valid alternative to the valve-controlled counterpart with fuel consumption up to 40% 
and the possibility for engine downsizing. This system avoids the use of control valves eliminating lamination losses 
due to contemporary actuations of multiple users and allows the recuperation and regeneration of potential energy 
[16-17]. Other solutions involve the implementation of optimal control strategies and the optimization of individual 
components to improve flow dynamics and to reduce pressure losses on the metering edges. In particular the 
optimization of spool areas permits to reduce valve losses which represent the most important contribution to energy 
losses in a hydraulic excavator. 

The aim of this paper is that of analyzing different hydraulic system configurations, open and closed center, for a 
middle size excavator to define the best solution in term of energy efficiency and fuel consumption. Starting from the 
validated mathematical model of the machinery equipped with LS hydraulic system, three system layouts have been 
investigated and modelled with dedicated control algorithms.  

For each solution, genetic algorithm has been applied to optimize the valve spool flow areas to reduce energy 
losses related to meter-in, meter-out and bypass orifices and to quantify the influence of flow areas on fuel 
consumption. Simulation results have highlighted the potentials of the proposed solutions in term of fuel saving as 
well as the optimization results showed the relevant impact of the spool design on fuel economy. 

2. Mathematical model 

The machine under study is a 9t hydraulic excavator equipped with a 46 kW Diesel engine. The flow generation 
unit (FGU) is composed of a variable displacement axial piston pump and an external gear pump; the valve block is 
of LS Flow Sharing type and serves to control the nine actuators and to manage the flow rate delivered. The 
mathematical model of the excavator has been developed using the LMS AMESim® software and is composed of 
hydraulic sub-models including the main pump, the LS flow sharing directional valve, a 2D kinematics model of the 
front excavation tool, turret and tracks, the engine model and the operator model. Different modeling approach can be 
applied depending on the target of the model [18-23]. In this research activity, the pump mathematical model is based 
on a gray box approach while the valve block model on a lumped parameter approach; both were already validated 
with a comparison between numerical and experimental results [24-26]. The dynamic model of the users, based on 
Lagrange equations, reproduces the realistic forces and torques on the hydraulic actuators developed during the 
simulated cycles referring to the JCMAS standard [27]. The engine model calculates the fuel consumption from a 
steady-state map as a function of torque and rotational speed and simulates the engine regulators behavior during 
dynamic operations [28]. Furthermore, to reproduce accurately the operator behaviour and guarantee working cycles 
repeatability a feedback control was adopted exploiting a PI regulator to reduce the error between the real position 
and the desired one. As reported in Fig. 1, an error band was introduced to reset the integral part and avoid valve spool 
oscillations allowing a feasible control of the joysticks by the operator. Finally, to avoid a lag when a user changes 
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the movement direction, if the product between the proportional and integral parts is over zero the integral part is 
summed to the proportional one, otherwise it is not. Upper and lower limits were fixed to the controller output. Once 
created the excavator model, it was calibrated and validated with dedicated tests on field; the model has revealed its 
capability of estimating fuel consumption and defining correctly the hydraulic variables of the system [29]. 
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of PI controller  

3. System layouts 

Starting from the validated mathematical model of a middle size excavator, the paper presents different 
configurations of valve-controlled hydraulic systems. The investigated solutions are the following: 

 
• Load Sensing Flow Sharing (LS) 
• Electronic Flow Matching (EFM) 
• Negative Flow Control (NFC) 
• Electronic Positive Flow Control (EPC) 

 
The Load Sensing system represents the reference in this study and nowadays acts as the state of the art for most 

mobile applications. This system is a well-developed hydraulic control system which combines robustness with low 
energy consumption; the principle is to control the pump displacement referring to the highest load signal and 
maintaining a small but constant pressure drop, usually 20-30 bar, on the metering edges.  

3.1. Electronic Flow Matching 

Electronic Flow Matching is known in literature with other expressions as Flow on Demand, Electrohydraulic Load 
Sensing, Flow Controlled system; it consists of an evolution of the Load Sensing Flow Sharing system in which the 
hydromechanical regulator of the pump is replaced with an electro-proportional one. Fig. 2 reports the EFM system 
with two users. An electronic control unit (ECU) receives the command signals on which the operator acts and 
regulates the pump displacement to provide exactly the flow required by the users. The ECU, reported in Fig. 3, 
controls both the pump displacement and the spool positions referring to the signals coming from the operator 
commands and to the engine speed information. The control algorithm of the ECU can be optimized to maximize the 
system energy efficiency. The considered optimal control strategy consists in keeping the user control valve which 
requires the greatest flow rate completely open. The opening of the other valves must be defined accordingly to obtain 
the division of the flow delivered by the pump between the various users in the desired proportions. In this system, 
there is no longer a pump margin nor a pressure drop fixed in the control algorithm; the distributors are controlled so 
as to minimize, in any operating conditions, the difference between the pressure at the pump delivery and the pressure 
required by the users, reducing the meter-in losses. 
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Fig. 2 EFM system Fig. 3 EFM control strategy 

3.2. Negative Flow Control 

The Negative Flow Control (NFC) system exploits open center control valves. Pump displacement is controlled 
with a negative logic by the pressure upstream of the fixed orifice placed at the end of the bypass line. The bypass 
orifices of all the valves are placed in series forming the line which connects the pump outlet to the tank. In stand-
by condition the flow rate delivered by the pump passes through the bypass line, the pressure signal upstream the 
fixed orifice increases and the pump displacement decreases until it reaches the minimum. The characteristic of the 
negative control implemented in the pump regulator which connects the displacement with the control pressure as 
well as the fixed orifice dimension have significant relevance on the performance and efficiency of the system. 
These factors were defined according to the manufacturer to have a prompt response from the commands of the 
operator and to maintain pump delivery pressure at 30 bar, eventually to feed the pilot line. Flow areas definition 
is another important concept with a strong impact on fuel consumption and needs a detailed analysis also to obtain 
a compromise between the system controllability and efficiency improvements. Figure 4 reports the NFC system 
with two users. A relief valve is placed at the end of the bypass to avoid overpressures when the commands are 
suddenly brought to a neutral position and the pump regulator. Figure 5 shows the pump flow rate variation with 
the control pressure and the outflow characteristics of the fixed orifice corresponding to the bypass flow rate. 
 

 

 
Fig. 4 NFC system Fig. 5 NFC characteristics 

3.3. Electronic Positive Flow Control 

Positive Flow Control hydraulic systems similar to NFC systems use open center distributors powered by a 
variable displacement pump. What differentiates these two systems is the control of the pump displacement. In the 
traditional architecture of PFC systems, the displacement of the pump is controlled on the basis of the highest 
pressure among all the driving pressures of the valve spools. The controller is designed to increase the pump 
displacement as the pressure signal increases. In standby condition, the drive pressures of the distributors are zero 
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the control pressure and the outflow characteristics of the fixed orifice corresponding to the bypass flow rate. 
 

 

 
Fig. 4 NFC system Fig. 5 NFC characteristics 

3.3. Electronic Positive Flow Control 

Positive Flow Control hydraulic systems similar to NFC systems use open center distributors powered by a 
variable displacement pump. What differentiates these two systems is the control of the pump displacement. In the 
traditional architecture of PFC systems, the displacement of the pump is controlled on the basis of the highest 
pressure among all the driving pressures of the valve spools. The controller is designed to increase the pump 
displacement as the pressure signal increases. In standby condition, the drive pressures of the distributors are zero 
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and the regulator takes the pump to the minimum displacement. When a user is actuated, the pilot pressure of the 
corresponding distributor grows and the regulator increases the displacement of the pump. The relationship between 
pilot pressure and pump displacement depends on the design of the regulator and is very important for the behavior 
of the system, both under the controllability level and from an energy efficiency point of view. With the 
development of electronic control units and electro-proportional hydraulic components, the classical architecture 
is giving way to systems in which the displacement of the pump is electronically controlled on the basis of the 
electrical signals coming from the joysticks controlled by the operator. Figure 6 reports the EPC system with two 
users. The considered pump control strategy, reported in Fig. 7, converts the operator signal into a flow rate signal 
for each user. This signal is first dimensioned with respect to the maximum flow delivered by the pump and then 
is weighted in relation to the joystick position. Summing the signal of each actuator, the algorithm calculates the 
swash plate angle to provide the flow rate required by the system. 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 EPC system Fig. 7 EPC control logic 

4. Flow area optimization 

The part of the hydraulic circuit more subject to energy losses in valve-controlled system is the valve block; the 
pressure losses can be divided in meter-in, meter-out and bypass (only for open center valves). The design of the 
opening area is a critical factor which could reduce these losses; its influence on fuel consumption should be quantified 
to compare properly the investigated layouts in their best potential. The goal of this study is that of quantifying the 
energy improvements obtainable from the optimization of the spool opening areas. The objective is that of reducing 
pump pressure to decrease power delivered to the system because pump flow rate cannot be reduced to guarantee the 
required actuators velocity.  

The proposed methodology is based on genetic algorithm (GA) theory and is aimed to minimize the fuel 
consumption of each solution while maintaining the excavator performance requirements. GA is a heuristic global 
searching method based on mechanics of natural selection derived from Darwin’s theory which have found 
applications in different engineering fields [30,31]. The structure of GA is composed by an iterative procedure. The 
first step is the creation of an initial population; the best individuals are selected and exploited to obtain children while 
the others are removed from the population. Genetic operators as crossover and mutation are randomly applied to 
extend the search space. The iterations of these steps terminate once individuals converge to a global minimum point. 

The objective function is the minimization of fuel consumption with the constraint of maintaining the required 
velocity for the simulated working cycle. The maximum flow area and the overlap are the same supplied by the 
manufacturer and are not involved in the optimization process. The meter-in and meter-out flow areas shape has been 
reduced to a quadratic polynomial passing through two fixed constraint points, highlighted in red in Fig. 8, the variable 
a is the parameter of the polynomial function. The bypass flow area has been optimized by translating the curve and 
not modifying its shape. For NFC and EPC system the optimization has been conducted on the meter-in, meter-out 
and bypass spool areas while for the LS and EFM system only for the meter-out one due to the presence of 
compensators which work to keep a constant pressure margin on the meter-in orifices and due to the absence of bypass 
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orifice in closed centre circuit. Figure 9 shows the optimized spool areas compared to the standard design related to 
the boom section of the EPC. 

  
Fig. 8 Optimization procedure  Fig. 9 EPC flow area of the boom section 

 
The effectiveness of the new spool areas has been verified for each configuration in term of controllability of the 

users by the operator and as respect of actuator movements and time cycle. The comparison has been made on the 
trench digging and levelling cycle, according to the JCMAS standard. Optimization results have been applied to the 
investigated system and have revealed the validity of the adopted methodology. 

 

  
Fig. 10 Position of the spool and actuator of boom in NFC system Fig. 11 Position of the spool and actuator of boom in EPC system 

 
Figures 10-11 highlights the good match between the optimized and standard system configurations in term of 

boom actuator movements for the trench digging cycle for EPC and NFC. Analogue considerations can be extended 
for the other actuators involved in the optimization process and for LS and EFM layouts. In some cases, the oscillations 
or instabilities highlighted on the operator control and therefore on the movements of the actuators at the end of the 
optimization process have been corrected with a tuning of the proportional and integral parameters of the operator's 
model. Once verified the capability of the developed solutions in optimized and standard conditions of reproducing 
correctly the required movements and time cycle with a realistic operator control, a comparison in term of fuel 
economy has been made to compare the layouts and to evaluate the improvements derived from the optimization. 

5. Fuel Consumption Results 

Fuel consumption evaluation was carried out with the aid of mathematical models to quantify the differences 
between the analysed configurations referring to trench digging and levelling cycle. The results of the standard layouts 
are reported in Table 1. The second comparison refers to the optimized solutions of each layout in order to evaluate 
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and the regulator takes the pump to the minimum displacement. When a user is actuated, the pilot pressure of the 
corresponding distributor grows and the regulator increases the displacement of the pump. The relationship between 
pilot pressure and pump displacement depends on the design of the regulator and is very important for the behavior 
of the system, both under the controllability level and from an energy efficiency point of view. With the 
development of electronic control units and electro-proportional hydraulic components, the classical architecture 
is giving way to systems in which the displacement of the pump is electronically controlled on the basis of the 
electrical signals coming from the joysticks controlled by the operator. Figure 6 reports the EPC system with two 
users. The considered pump control strategy, reported in Fig. 7, converts the operator signal into a flow rate signal 
for each user. This signal is first dimensioned with respect to the maximum flow delivered by the pump and then 
is weighted in relation to the joystick position. Summing the signal of each actuator, the algorithm calculates the 
swash plate angle to provide the flow rate required by the system. 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 EPC system Fig. 7 EPC control logic 

4. Flow area optimization 

The part of the hydraulic circuit more subject to energy losses in valve-controlled system is the valve block; the 
pressure losses can be divided in meter-in, meter-out and bypass (only for open center valves). The design of the 
opening area is a critical factor which could reduce these losses; its influence on fuel consumption should be quantified 
to compare properly the investigated layouts in their best potential. The goal of this study is that of quantifying the 
energy improvements obtainable from the optimization of the spool opening areas. The objective is that of reducing 
pump pressure to decrease power delivered to the system because pump flow rate cannot be reduced to guarantee the 
required actuators velocity.  

The proposed methodology is based on genetic algorithm (GA) theory and is aimed to minimize the fuel 
consumption of each solution while maintaining the excavator performance requirements. GA is a heuristic global 
searching method based on mechanics of natural selection derived from Darwin’s theory which have found 
applications in different engineering fields [30,31]. The structure of GA is composed by an iterative procedure. The 
first step is the creation of an initial population; the best individuals are selected and exploited to obtain children while 
the others are removed from the population. Genetic operators as crossover and mutation are randomly applied to 
extend the search space. The iterations of these steps terminate once individuals converge to a global minimum point. 

The objective function is the minimization of fuel consumption with the constraint of maintaining the required 
velocity for the simulated working cycle. The maximum flow area and the overlap are the same supplied by the 
manufacturer and are not involved in the optimization process. The meter-in and meter-out flow areas shape has been 
reduced to a quadratic polynomial passing through two fixed constraint points, highlighted in red in Fig. 8, the variable 
a is the parameter of the polynomial function. The bypass flow area has been optimized by translating the curve and 
not modifying its shape. For NFC and EPC system the optimization has been conducted on the meter-in, meter-out 
and bypass spool areas while for the LS and EFM system only for the meter-out one due to the presence of 
compensators which work to keep a constant pressure margin on the meter-in orifices and due to the absence of bypass 
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orifice in closed centre circuit. Figure 9 shows the optimized spool areas compared to the standard design related to 
the boom section of the EPC. 

  
Fig. 8 Optimization procedure  Fig. 9 EPC flow area of the boom section 

 
The effectiveness of the new spool areas has been verified for each configuration in term of controllability of the 

users by the operator and as respect of actuator movements and time cycle. The comparison has been made on the 
trench digging and levelling cycle, according to the JCMAS standard. Optimization results have been applied to the 
investigated system and have revealed the validity of the adopted methodology. 

 

  
Fig. 10 Position of the spool and actuator of boom in NFC system Fig. 11 Position of the spool and actuator of boom in EPC system 

 
Figures 10-11 highlights the good match between the optimized and standard system configurations in term of 

boom actuator movements for the trench digging cycle for EPC and NFC. Analogue considerations can be extended 
for the other actuators involved in the optimization process and for LS and EFM layouts. In some cases, the oscillations 
or instabilities highlighted on the operator control and therefore on the movements of the actuators at the end of the 
optimization process have been corrected with a tuning of the proportional and integral parameters of the operator's 
model. Once verified the capability of the developed solutions in optimized and standard conditions of reproducing 
correctly the required movements and time cycle with a realistic operator control, a comparison in term of fuel 
economy has been made to compare the layouts and to evaluate the improvements derived from the optimization. 

5. Fuel Consumption Results 

Fuel consumption evaluation was carried out with the aid of mathematical models to quantify the differences 
between the analysed configurations referring to trench digging and levelling cycle. The results of the standard layouts 
are reported in Table 1. The second comparison refers to the optimized solutions of each layout in order to evaluate 
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the impact of flow area optimization on fuel consumption and is reported in Table 2. The fuel saving Δmf is expressed 
as percentage difference between the LS reference configuration and each analysed solution.  

 

Table 1. Fuel consumption of the standard layouts. 

Investigated 

solutions 

Fuel consumption [g/cycle] Fuel saving Δmf [%] 

Trench digging Levelling Trench digging Levelling 

LS  29.06 9.46 ref ref 

EFM  23.61 4.99 -17.7 -47.2 

NFC  31.64 8.32 +8.9 -12.1 

EPC  24.35 6.97 -16.2 -26.3 
 

Table 2. Fuel consumption of the optimized layouts. 

Optimized 

solutions 

Fuel consumption [g/cycle] Fuel saving Δmf [%] 

Trench digging Levelling Trench digging Levelling 

LS opt 26.59 7.2 ref ref 

EFM opt 20.4 4.06 -23.3 -43.6 

NFC opt 25.1 6.59 -5.6 -8.5 

EPC opt 19.37 5.21 -27.15 -27.6 

 
Results highlights the strong impact on fuel consumption of the spool area optimization with fuel economy 

improved of about 20% for NFC and EPC while the meter-out optimization for the closed-center system has 
highlighted a decrease of fuel consumption of 10 % on the trench digging cycle. Concluding, the most promising 
results in term of fuel saving come from the EFM and EPC system; the optimization methodology has revealed further 
possibility of efficiency improvements for all the considered solutions. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper three system layouts (EFM, NFC, EPC) for a middle size excavator have been presented and 
compared to the conventional LS system with the aid of mathematical tools. The comparison has been made on the 
trench digging and levelling cycle defined by the JCMAS norm in term of fuel consumption ensuring compliance with 
the desired movements and cycle times. An optimization methodology applied to meter-in, meter-out and bypass flow 
areas has been developed to quantify the impact of spool area design on the energy efficiency and to improve the 
energy saving with the reduction of valve losses without penalizing the performance of the excavator. The proposed 
methodology is based on the application of genetic algorithm with the objective of minimizing fuel consumption 
taking into account the compliance of the desired movements and cycle times. Simulation results have proved the 
validity of the applied methodology which has led to important energy savings for each investigated solution. Fuel 
comparison has highlighted the energy saving potentials of the proposed solutions; the best fuel saving is obtained 
with the EFM and EPC system whose fuel saving are higher than 20% on the trench digging cycle. NFC system has 
however showed a considerable improvement in fuel consumption with the optimization of the valve spool flow area. 
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the impact of flow area optimization on fuel consumption and is reported in Table 2. The fuel saving Δmf is expressed 
as percentage difference between the LS reference configuration and each analysed solution.  

 

Table 1. Fuel consumption of the standard layouts. 

Investigated 

solutions 

Fuel consumption [g/cycle] Fuel saving Δmf [%] 

Trench digging Levelling Trench digging Levelling 

LS  29.06 9.46 ref ref 

EFM  23.61 4.99 -17.7 -47.2 

NFC  31.64 8.32 +8.9 -12.1 

EPC  24.35 6.97 -16.2 -26.3 
 

Table 2. Fuel consumption of the optimized layouts. 

Optimized 

solutions 

Fuel consumption [g/cycle] Fuel saving Δmf [%] 

Trench digging Levelling Trench digging Levelling 

LS opt 26.59 7.2 ref ref 

EFM opt 20.4 4.06 -23.3 -43.6 

NFC opt 25.1 6.59 -5.6 -8.5 

EPC opt 19.37 5.21 -27.15 -27.6 

 
Results highlights the strong impact on fuel consumption of the spool area optimization with fuel economy 

improved of about 20% for NFC and EPC while the meter-out optimization for the closed-center system has 
highlighted a decrease of fuel consumption of 10 % on the trench digging cycle. Concluding, the most promising 
results in term of fuel saving come from the EFM and EPC system; the optimization methodology has revealed further 
possibility of efficiency improvements for all the considered solutions. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper three system layouts (EFM, NFC, EPC) for a middle size excavator have been presented and 
compared to the conventional LS system with the aid of mathematical tools. The comparison has been made on the 
trench digging and levelling cycle defined by the JCMAS norm in term of fuel consumption ensuring compliance with 
the desired movements and cycle times. An optimization methodology applied to meter-in, meter-out and bypass flow 
areas has been developed to quantify the impact of spool area design on the energy efficiency and to improve the 
energy saving with the reduction of valve losses without penalizing the performance of the excavator. The proposed 
methodology is based on the application of genetic algorithm with the objective of minimizing fuel consumption 
taking into account the compliance of the desired movements and cycle times. Simulation results have proved the 
validity of the applied methodology which has led to important energy savings for each investigated solution. Fuel 
comparison has highlighted the energy saving potentials of the proposed solutions; the best fuel saving is obtained 
with the EFM and EPC system whose fuel saving are higher than 20% on the trench digging cycle. NFC system has 
however showed a considerable improvement in fuel consumption with the optimization of the valve spool flow area. 
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